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Rfs real flight simulator para pc

ADVANCED FLIGHT PLAN (PRO ONLY)-Various options for creating/editing/duplicating complex flight plans-Date/time: CUSTOM/REAL (with night and day cycle)-Flight plan with departure procedures, ARRIVAL, APPROACH AND TRANSITION (SID AND STAR)-Aircraft: V-SPEEDS, GROSS WEIGHT LIMITS, FUEL BURNING,
ESTIMATED FLIGHT TIME WITH FUEL CUSTOMIZATION, PASSENGERS AND LOAD-Time/Start and Finish: CUSTOMIZED/REAL - WIND DIRECTION/SPEED, MAIN TIME (CLARO, CLEAR, FLIGHT TIME FOG, RAIN, STORM, SNOW), CLOUDS, CLOUDS BASE, TURBULENCE, GROUND TEMPERATURE ALSO READ: Amazon
A a Z For WINDOWS AND MAC PC - Real-time flights free download (PRO only)-40,000 flights in real time every day-Real-time traffic to the world's 35 largest airports and their connected destinations -Jump on any available flight in real time and take you to destinationMULTIPLAYER (PRO only)-Join hundreds of other pilots and fly
together anywhere in world-Chat with any multiplayerFeatures pilot :ADVANCED MULTI PANEL SYSTEM: customize your instruments and metersAIRCRAFT: Custom liveries, 3D live cockpit, workpieces and lightsAIRPORTS35 HD: High resolution satellite images, realistic 3D buildings, taxiways and departure, arrival procedures and
approach, PBB and VDGS500 SD: Runways, 3D buildings and start-up procedures 14000 LD (PRO only): Runways and starting procedures and approach Ground and air traffic (PRO)ATC Air Traffic Control (PRO)-INTERACTIVE MULTIACTIVE ATC procedures and communications-Frequencies: ATIS, GROUND, TOWER, APPROACH,
EN ROUTE, EMERGENCYFAILURES: CUSTOM/RANDOM - ALTITUDE / SENSOR SPEED, FUEL TANK, LANDING GEAR, ENGINE, FLAPS, AILERONS, IMPULSE REVERSING, TIRES, RUDDER, SPOILER, BRAKE, ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS, RADARSATELLITE TERRAIN (PRO ONLY): High definition satellite terrains
worldwideSATELLITE HEIGHTMAPS (PRO ONLY) : High definition height mundialmaps (satellite data requires online connection to flow data)LIVERIES : Create the liveries of your plane and share them with other players around the worldEM GAME:-ADVANCED MULTI PANEL SYSTEM: . INSTRUMENTS: PFD, ND, FMS, Map,
Engines, Fuel, Altimeter/Anemo . INDICATORS: Air/Ground/Vertical Speed, Direction, Altitude AGL/ASM, ETE Next/Dest, Destination, Next WP, Nearest Airport, Ground Temperature/Oats, Wind, Activity/Flight/UTC/Location/Arrival Time, Fuel, N1, V Speeds and Instrument Landing System Plus ILS-CONTROLS: Main accelerator, flaps,
landing gear, spoiler, Brake systems, rudder and pushback-ground: GPU, PBB, PUSHBACK-AIRCRAFT SYSTEMS: HUD, WP/AIRCRAFT/COMMS HUD, APU, ANTI ICE, NAV/BEACON/LANDING/STROBE LIGHTS-ENGINES: Start/stop engines, separate accelerators, anti-fuel: weight balancing, fuel dumping and actual FUEL-PILOT
consumption NAVIGATION, APPROACH (Automatic Landing System) + SPEED, HDG, ALT, V/S-MASTER CAUTION ALARM-VDGS: VISUAL SYSTEM OF ORIENTATION OF FITTING IN ALL AIRPORTS HD-MAP: air topography with airports and waypoints. Detailed airport view (HD Airport) + FMC and flight plan-MULTI
CAMERAALSO READ: GPS Compass For Android Android Windows and MAC PC - Free downloadPAUSE/IN FLIGHT: -FAST ACTIVITY: Runway/gate takeoff, landing, short landing, Next WP and Current Position Date/TIME: CUSTOM/REAL-AIRCRAFT: Complete customization (Cargo/Passengers/Fuel) at any time during your flight
time: CUSTOM/REAL-FAILURES: CUSTOM/RANDOM/OFFRESUME LAST ACTIVITYLOGBOOKONLINE MANUAL/MANUAL TutorialPRO Version requires a subscription supportSupport: rfs@rortos.comWhat is new in the new version of RFS – Real Flight Simulator Worldwide release!, Various improvements,bug fixesDisclaimerEsseto
app is owned by its developer/inc. We are not an affiliate partner of RFS - Real Flight Simulator. All elements about rfs – real flight simulator applications such as images and trademarks etc. are the property of the respective owner of RFS – Real Flight Simulator.In addition, we do not use our server to download RFS applications – Real
Flight Simulator. The download starts on the authorized website of the RFS - Real Flight Simulator application. Special discounted price! Experience a unique flying experience anywhere in the world and exploring high-resolution scenarios and airports with satellite maps, 3D buildings, runways, procedures and air traffic. Board flights in
real time, chat with other pilots, and fly with them in multiplayer. Manage flight plans and interact with ATC controllers. Access thousands of community-created livery, customize all planes, their indicators, breakdowns and weather conditions. Become a real pilot! Manual/Tutorial: wiki.realflightsimulator.org/wikiVOLA NOW:-Take off, land or
make full flights - Automatic creation of advanced flight plan (PRO only)-Various options to create/modify/duplicate complex flight plans-Date/time: CUSTOMIZE/REAL (with day and night cycle)-Flight plan with departure procedures, ARRIVAL, APPROACH AND TRANSITION (SID AND STAR)-Plan: V-SPEEDS, GROSS WEIGHT LIMITS,
FUEL CONSUMPTION, ESTIMATED FLIGHT TIME WITH FUEL MANAGEMENT, PASSENGERS AND CARGO-Time/Boarding and Arrival: CUSTOMIZE/REAL DIRECTION MAIN TIME (CLARO, FOG, RAIN, STORM, SNOW), CLOUDS, CLOUD BASE, TURBULENCE, REAL-TIME GROUND TEMPERATURE (PRO ONLY)-40,000 real-
time flights every day-Real-time traffic to the world's 35 largest airports and their connected destinations-Boarding on any available flight in real time and take it to the destinationMULTIPLAYER (PRO only)-Enter with hundreds of other pilots and fly with them anywhere in the world-Chatta with any multiplayer pilotFeatures :ADVANCED
MULTI PANEL SYSTEM: customize your instruments and indicatorsAEREI: custom liveries, 3D live cockpit, mobile surfaces and LIGHTSAEROPORTI35 HD: high resolution satellite images, realistic 3D buildings, taxiways and starting procedures, finishing and approximation, PBB and VDGS500 SD: runways, 3D buildings and starting
procedures and avvicinamento14000 LD (solo PRO): piste e procedure di partenza e di avvicinamentoTraffico di terra e aereo (solo PRO)ATC Controllo del traffico aereo (solo PRO)-Procedure e comunicazioni ATC multi-voce interattive-Frequenze: ATIS, GROUND, TOWER, APPROACH, EN ROUTE, EMERGENCYGUASTI:
PERSONALIZZA/CASUALE - ALTITUDINE/SENSORE VELOCITÀ, SERBATOIO CARBURANTE, CARRELLO DI ATTERRAGGIO, MOTORE, FLAP, ALETTONI, INVERSORI DI SPINTA, PNEUMATICI, TIMONE, DIRUTTORI, FRENO, SISTEMI ELETTRICI, RADARTERRENI SATELLITARI (solo PRO): Terreni satellitari mondiali ad alta
definizione ALTIMETRIE SATELLITARI (solo PRO): Mappe altimetriche mondiali ad alta definizione(I dati satellitari richiedono la connessione online per lo streaming dei dati)LIVREE: crea le livree degli aerei e condividile con altri giocatori in tutto il mondoIN GAME:-ADVANCED MULTI PANEL SYSTEM:. INSTRUMENTS: PFD, ND, FMS,
Map, Engines, Fuel, Altimeter/Anemo.INDICATORS: Air/Earth/Vertical Speed, Direction, Altitude AGL/ASM, ETE Next/Dest, Destination, Next WP, Nearest Airport, Solo/OAT Temp, Wind, Activity/Flight/UTC/Location/Arrival Time, Fuel, N1, V-Speeds and more IL-INSTRUMENTS Instrument Landing System- Controls: Main Accelerator,
Main Sum Flaps, Landing Gear, Spoiler, Brake, Rudder and PUSHBACK-GROUND SYSTEMS: GPU, PBB, PUSHBACK-AIRCRAFT SYSTEMS: HUD, WP/AIRCRAFT/COMMS HUD, APU, ANTI ICE, NAV/BEACON/LANDING/STROBE LIGHTS-ENGINES: Starter/Stop Engines, SEPARATE ANTI-FUEL accelerator: Weight balancing, fuel
dumping and actual fuel consumption AUTOPILOT: NAVIGATION, APPROACH (Automatic Landing System) + SPEED, HDG, ALT, V/S-MASTER CAUTION ALARM-VDGS: At all HD-MAP airports: air topography with airports and waypoints. Detailed view of the airport (HD Airport) + FMC and flight plan-MULTI CAMERARIPRENDI
ULTIMA ATTIVITÀDIARIO DI BORDOMANUALE ONLINE/TUTORIALLa version PRO richiede un abbonamentoSupporto: rfs@rortos.com RORTOS is an Italian company focused on the development of flight simulators for mobile devices. It was founded in 2012 and today is a major player in the mobile market. We offer a wide range of
simulation products: civilian, military, combat, marine historians and helicopters. Our products have reached 200 million downloads. We develop and distribute software on all major platforms: IOS, Android, Steam, Xbox One and PS4. REALIZE YOUR DREAM OF BECOMING A PILOT AND JOIN OUR COMMUNITY! ✔ What's Cool 1. Get
access to thousands of community-created liveries, customize all planes, their meters, crashes and weather conditions. Become a real pilot! Manual/Tutorial: wiki. realflightsimulator. org/wiki FLY NOW: -Take-off, landing or full flight -Automatic creation of the ADVANCED FLIGHT PLAN FLIGHT PLAN (PRO only) -Various options to
create/edit/duplicate complex flight plans -Date/time: CUSTOM/REAL (with night and day cycle) - Flight plan with procedures for DEPARTURE, ARRIVAL, APPROACH AND TRANSITION (SID and STAR) -Aircraft: V-SPEEDS, GROSS WEIGHT LIMITS, FUEL BURNING, ESTIMATED FLIGHT TIME WITH COST... Software screenshots
Download and install install - Real flight simulator on your Hurray laptop or desktop computer! Looks like an app like rfs is available for Windows! Download below: SN App Download Review Maker 1. Real Funny Sounds Download 3.3/5 73 Reviews 3.3 Dexati LLC 2. Your wedding planner download 1.3/5 6 Reviews 1.3 SIRFsoft 3. Beach
Holiday Countdown Download 1/5 2 Reviews 1 SIRFsoft Not satisfied? Check for compatible PC apps or alternatives or follow the guide below to use on PC: If you want to install and use the RFS - Real Flight Simulator app on your PC or Mac, you'll need to download and install a desktop application emulator for your computer. We work
diligently to help you understand how to use this app for your computer in 4 simple steps below: Ok. First things first. If you want to use the app on your computer, first visit the Mac store or Windows AppStore and look for the Bluestacks app or the Nox App &gt;&gt; . Most tutorials on the web recommend the Bluestacks app and I might be
tempted to recommend it too because you are more likely to easily find solutions online if you have problems using the Bluestacks app on your computer. You can download the Bluestacks Pc or Mac software Here &gt;&gt; . Step 2: Install the emulator on your PC or Mac Now that you have downloaded the emulator of your choice, go to
the Downloads folder on your computer to locate the emulator or Bluestacks application. Once you find it, click it to install the app or exe on your PC or Mac computer. Now click Follow to accept the license agreement. Follow the on-screen policies to install the app correctly. If you do the above correctly, the Emulator application will be
successfully installed. Step 3: For PC - Windows 7/8/ 8.1 / 10 Now, open the Emulator app you installed and search for your search bar. Once you have found it, type RFS - Real Flight Simulator in the search bar and press Search. Click RFS - Real flight simulator application icon. An RFS - Real Flight Simulator window in the Play Store or
app store will open and display the Store in your emulator app. Now press the Install button and as on an iPhone or Android device, your app will start downloading. Now we're all finished. You'll see an icon called All Apps. Click on it and it will take you to a page containing all your installed applications. You should see the icon. Click on it
and start using the app. Step 4: for Mac OS Hi. Mac user! The steps to use RFS - Real Flight Simulator for Mac are just like those of the Windows Operating System above. All you need to do is install Nox Application Emulator or Bluestack on your Macintosh. Links are provided in step one RFS - Real Flight Simulator In iTunes Download
Developer Rating Score Current Version Adult $0.99 On iTunes RORTOS SRL 3182 4.56724 1.0.9 4+ Thanks for reading this tutorial. Have a nice day! RFS - Real flight simulator software features and description live a unique unique experience anywhere in the world and exploring scenarios and airports in high resolution with satellite
maps, 3D buildings, runways, procedures and air traffic. Jump aboard flights in real time, chat with other pilots, and join them in multiplayer. Manage flight plans and interact with ATC controllers. Get access to thousands of community-created liveries, customize all planes, their meters, crashes and weather conditions. Become a real pilot!
Manual/Tutorial: wiki.realflightsimulator.org/wiki FLY NOW: -Take-off, landing or full flight -Automatic creation of the ADVANCED FLIGHT PLAN FLIGHT PLAN (PRO only) -Various options to create/edit/duplicate complex flight plans -Date/time: CUSTOM/REAL (with night and day cycle) -Flight plan with departure procedures, ARRIVAL,
APPROACH AND TRANSITION (SID AND STAR) -Aircraft: V-SPEEDS, GROSS WEIGHT LIMITS, FUEL BURNING, ESTIMATED FLIGHT TIME WITH FUEL CUSTOMIZATION, PASSENGERS AND CARGO -Time/Start and Finish: CUSTOMIZED/REAL - WIND DIRECTION/SPEED, MAIN WEATHER (CLEAR, FOG, RAIN, STORM,
SNOW), CLOUDS, CLOUD BASE, TURBULENCE, GROUND TEMPERATURE REAL-TIME FLIGHTS (PRO ONLY) -40,000 live flights every day -Real-time traffic to the world's 35 largest airports and their connected destinations -Hop on any available flight in real time and bring it to the MULTIPLAYER destination (PRO only) -Join
hundreds of other pilots and fly together anywhere in world -Chat with any multiplayer pilot : ADVANCED MULTI PANEL SYSTEM: customize your aircraft instruments and meters: Custom liveries, 3D live cockpit, work pieces and lights AIRPORTS 35 HD: High resolution satellite images, Realistic 3D buildings, taxiways and departure,
arrival and approach procedures, PBB and VDGS 500 SD: Runways, 3D buildings and start-up procedures and approach 14000 LD (PRO only): Runways and starter procedures and approach Ground and air traffic (PRO only) AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL (PRO only) -Interactive multi-voice procedures and communications ATC FUEL
TANK, LANDING TRAIN, ENGINE, FLAPS, AILERONS, IMPULSE REVERSING, TIRES, RUDDER, SPOILER, BRAKE, ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS, RADAR SATELLITE TERRAIN (PRO ONLY): HIGH DEFINITION SATELLITE TERRAINS WORLDWIDE SATELLITE HEIGHTMAPS (PRO ONLY) : High definition world height (satellite data
requires online connection to transmit data) LIVERIES: Create your airplane liveries and share them with other players around the world IN PLAY: -ADVANCED MULTI PANEL SYSTEM: . INSTRUMENTS: PFD, ND, FMS, Map, Engines, Fuel, Altimeter/Anemo . INDICATORS: Air/Ground/Vertical Speed, Direction, Altitude AGL/ASM, ETE
Next/Dest, Destination, Next WP, Nearest Airport, Ground Temperature/Oats, Wind, Activity/Flight/UTC/Location/Arrival Time, Cargo and Fuel, N1, V Speeds and more INSTRUMENT LANDING -CONTROLS: Main Acceleration Systems, Flaps, Landing Gear, Spoiler, Brake, Rudder and Pushback Systems -GROUND: -GROUND: PBB,
PUSHBACK -AIRCRAFT SYSTEMS: HUD, WP/AIRCRAFT/COMMS HUD, APU, ANTI ICE, NAV/BEACON/LANDING/STROBE LIGHTS -ENGINES: Start/stop engines, separate accelerators, ANTI FIRE -FUEL: Weight balancing, fuel dumping and actual fuel consumption -AUTOPILOT: NAVIGATION, APPROACH + SPEED, HDG, ALT,
V/S -MASTER -MASTER -CAUTION -VDGS: VISUAL DOCKING GUIDANCE SYSTEM IN ALL AIRPORTS HD -MAPA: air topography with airports and waypoints. Detailed view of the airport (HD Airport) + FMC and flight plan -PAUSE MULTI CAMERA/FLIGHT: -FAST ACTIVITY: Gate runway/take-off, Landing, Short Landing, WP Next
and Current Position -DATE/TIME: CUSTOM/REAL -AIRCRAFT: Full customization (Cargo/Passengers/Fuel) at any time during your flight -TIME: CUSTOM/REAL -FAILURES: CUSTOM/RANDOM/OFF RESUME LAST ACTIVITY LOGBOOK ONLINE MANUAL/TUTORIAL PRO The version requires a SUBSCRIPTION USE TERM:
Support: [email protected] Pcmac's Main Reviews Does Not Yet Exist. I thought I'd give rfs a chance, so I flew some flights from LAX and SFO. I like the interface, not as fluid as I'd like it to be. I didn't see the acceleration while I was going to take off, it wasn't there, it seems. Perhaps a higher motor roar and faster visual would make a
difference. The Flight Planner is wonderful, shows a list of runways at an airport, however, I was not able to enlarge an airport to choose an individual runway or see the layout of the airfield. On my flight to John Wayne from LAX, I felt like I wasn't climbing fast enough. Upon arriving, there were no taxiways from the track to the terminals.
The SFO flight to KOAK was even worse, I bumped into RWY12 and when I landed, parts of the runway were missing. I understand that RFS has been recently launched and there are many improvements to be made, and will be made. One would be to build a virtual community where members can help fix airports using google map or
help with graphics on aircraft. Other than that, I see that this SIM will improve over time, as it has some of the missing features in IF (available for longer) like night landing lights, buildings, snow and some. Thumbs up for the team. Crashing By  (Pcmac user) chose to play this game and pick up the pro because it is
cheaper than infinite flight pro, but I have had a problem with the online professional. Almost every time I pressed the map button or I just hit it a few times it always takes me out of the game and does not save what I did so I have to restart again. It's very frustrating and I hope future updates fix this, but I prefer this instead of infinite flight
because of the price and also you have 3D animation airports, you get an animation for the pushback gate, you get an animation for pushback, and you still have traffic control it's a very big online experience. it's a very frustrating failure and I hope future updates fix this, but I prefer this over the infinite flight because of the price and also
you have 3D airports you get an animation for the pushback gate you get gets animation to pushback you get air traffic control. Overall, the game is a great game. Tremendous potential... not yet there By SeanDog88 (Pcmac user) I am a professional subscriber, and there are many positive things to the game. The weather and the 3D
buildings are great. But physics is still a little off. Planes come very fast when they land. The impulse levers should not be idle when in the final. And yes, I have the correct patchwork set, gear down etc. I like the general controls, but adjustments need to be made. In addition, cockpits need to be more realistic. This is definitely a possible
feature that needs to be fixed. The flight planning system can be useful, except often that the altitudes are wrong. For example, flying from lax to San Diego, They gave me 4,000 feet as my cruise. Definitely not high enough. I don't expect fl 350 on a short flight, but I expect more realism in that regard. I keep checking back almost every
day to keep up with the updates. This game has a lot to offer, but still far behind infinite flight in terms of realism. I hope the RFS has a bright future, but it hasn't gotten there yet. Excellent Game By nobletravis (pcmac user) The game is very good, graphics are perfect, game style is perfect. But there are a few things I'd like to suggest. For
example, when we press the seat belt button, we should be able to hear the flight attendant talking like, for example, should say Dear Passengers the captain has turned on the seat belt light please remember seated and get stuck once the captain unplugs it, then you can boar your seat belt and free wander around the cabin as much as
you would like. The other thing you think would be good is that when you are at a gate picking up passengers the plane should automatically add the passenger. We should not have to hit the pause button and then add passenger should automatically add when they enter the plane. Another, then, that's a perfect game. Game.
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